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About This Game

This is a pixel-art simulation game in which the player runs a shop, together with RPG adventures.

In Goblin’s Shop, the player is a goblin who has been bullied by humans and he always wants to get it even. Unfortunately,
however, Mr. Goblin realizes that he is too weak to beat any human soldier. Then the idea of opening a shop occurred to him, so

he decided to sell weapons, armors and potions to other monsters. To take revenge against humans, he puts together an
adventure team with other monsters.

In the game, the player has to undertake adventures with his customers constantly, to acquire better crafting materials. During
any adventure, the player might face fiery counterattack from human soldiers, so it is imperative to craft better equipment for

customers, and then the customers can kill humans more efficiently. The ultimate goal is to attack humans’ castle and gain
victory in the end.

● Features

 More than 100 items for crafting

 Shop facilities with unique functions are accessible to set up

 Various monsters are available for the player to adventure with

 Skill tree for the player and random talent systems of the monsters
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 Random events and adventure quests

 44 territories for adventure

 The presentation of VIP customers are customizable
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It's an alright incremental game, If you don't mind a serious grind then this might be fine for you. I got to the second set of
stages with the meters and i can't get past the grind just to unlock the shield. so i give up. It might be okay for someone whos
spare time is more meaningless to them.. Great game and lots of fun until you get to the second surgery requiring teeth. You can
not pick any of them up!!!. This is the most disgusting thing I have ever seen in my life. So I have got to say that this game isnt
bad. It has a good concept and a good price. But as you play, the game appears to be very easy. I mean the first time I played I
traveled somewhere and immediatly got arrested even though I wasnt hold durgs but whatever. But after that I won 4 times in a
row in less that an hour. I mean I guess it got a little challenging but it was too easy for me. I could literally just go from one
place to another, buy the cheapest drug in abundance, sell it in an expensive area, put all money in the bank, and wait it out. And
BOOM you win. But one thing that really bothers me is that it seems more like a flashgame. It doesn't seem to be a game that
would cost money. Also once you get the hang of playing this game, it gets repetitive. Going back and forth and getting a bunch
of drugs and selling them and win. This game seems more like a slightly strategic time waster. But the characters kind of make
up for this game. I recommend this game to the people who just want to spend their money on a flashgame or just want a time
waster.

PROS -

- Good Concept
- Decent price
- Good Time Waster
- Characters

CONS -

- Gets Easy
- Gets Repetitive
- Seems More Like a Flash Game

I would give this game a 6/10.
. Think there is a bug in Missions. Got to the Blackgard mission where you are supposed to build Battle Stations and I could not
build anything on any system. You would click to build and nothing would happen. Could not build anything including ships..
Awesome Story, Addictive Game. \u015eimdi \u00f6ncelikle bu oyuna 18,50\u20ba fazla baya. Bir kere serverler bo\u015f,
Oyun bir dm oyununa g\u00f6re inan\u0131lmaz yava\u015f sadece grafik a\u00e7\u0131s\u0131ndan baya iyi fakat oyun
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inan\u0131lmaz monoton bir dm oyununa g\u00f6re. Tavsiyem HL1 DM oynaman\u0131zd\u0131r.. YEAH!- i love king
arthurs legends.

so first of all this game is for those who like the knights of round table and all stories conected to them. also this game is
interpretation of those leneds so you have to open minded.

lets begin the review.

  i will say in the first place what is wrong with game. The bigest problem of the game ( and like only) is game mechanics. starts
well isnt it?
  so total wars battle map is better than in KA-TRW. battles are not broken but are based on heroes ( the funny thing is that it is
true to the lore, cause in legends heroes won the battles :) ) and its not so strategical battle after all. Also eveling system of the
units shakes a thing little( you can reaserch your troops to better troops. it changes they stats and how they look but it shakes
much the game- but still to be able to play it with fun)

  last thing is that you can only command one army during the battle. thats baaad... what else, ah yes. as long as computer make
more mixed armies you can also make more fun based armies. but in the end you will fight against armies contained from best
of the best units...and its boring and its SU***...

-----so lets go to the better part of it:

atmosphere- it is greate! just grate you have to see on your own eyes.

campaign map- from mechanical point of view its not so grounf breaking. BUT!
it is pteety open britan wher you can conquer all provinces make alliances and on the map you have quests. and those quest are
heavily based on what you do on map and on all those little kingdoms you are surendered with. and the game makes you feel
like errant knight going from one adventure to another.

look- the game looks good, the clone units are just anoying but still they look good, there is variaety of troops and heroes and
everything is in motion.

story- the stories are what makes this game so good. every quest have its own storie and thanks to that even "pls go and kill bad
guy" feels far more intresting.

interpretation- i think its a great interpretation og King arthurs legends

-------------------------so i would give the game like 7.5/10 cause mechanics are not to good and since battles should be the best
part of the game due to mechanics they are not.

. Definitely a good and casual HOS game. Fairy and magic atmosphere and characters, well rendered by a vast majority of
beautiful graphics.
Puzzles (mini games) and HO scenes intertwine well along a good enough story. Mini games are fairly easy. The game in itself is
quite easy too, but enjoyable. The pace of the game is ok for casual gamers.
Achievements are not difficult to get. Sadly, the game is a bit short. For that reason I'd only get it on sale.
A nice game, that Artifex fans could appreciate.. The game crashes frequently and is filled with love and bugs. Mainly bugs...
The game doesn't even have content (3 crappy levels, 5 - 15 minutes gameplay), so I regret spending 0.19$ for this....
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Great art, simple story, good controls.. Best $5 I've ever spent.. Beep Beep and i got some cards XDXD. The game was fun for
the first hour then it get gringing and boring really fast. it would be nice if the dev add more events and make the game more
complex then just click and hit.

In conclusion I recommend this game for kids under 8.

As a 19 years old man I will give this game a 5.1\/10.. It's a really fun game and i love that it's physics based and made by
landfall :D If you can get some friends to play with you will get a even better experience playing the game but still works to just
play with randoms. Or find some friends on the game forum! :D 9/10. When Rorschach and Night Owl are on watch, there is
only one word the thugs will need to know: pain. Use Rorschach's brutal abilities and Night Owl's technological devices to find
your way towards the lair of Underboss, but they must hurry, because the end is nigh and upon them.

Fight in co-op or alone to reach your destination. And the cinematics are made out of comic book stripes. So yes, this is
Watchmen. As it is meant to be..
10 метеоритов из ∞ . This game is simply awesome. If you've ever enjoyed playing a submarine game, I can't imagine that you
wouldn't like this one. The tactics the AI will use against you are based on real world Soviet tactics. (I'm not sure about the
Chinese, but from what I understand the Soviet campaign is very realistic.)

Some people would find the learning curve on this game a bit steep perhaps. However, if you have a basic understanding of the
way sound works in water, it isn't bad at all. There are some VERY good videos on the web. If you're in doubt or struggling,
watch some of them. Jive Turkey on the 'tube will have you dodging torpedoes, taking out targets, and living to fight another day
in no time.

The development team is small, but the support they give is amazing. I've emailed support about a couple of issues, and they've
posted a patch correcting them the within hours, not days or weeks. They really care. They have also added an entire campaign
months after the initial release for free. Many (most?) other companies would have charged extra for it.

I could go on, but I'll sum it up to keep it somewhat brief. I can't highly enough recommend this game.

v1.4.9 Change Logs:
- Add a new place: job center in square scene.
- Add a new quest type: challenge human heroes.
- Fix bugs
. v1.4.3 change log:
[New Features]
- Add "game time" feather
- Add a button to switch auto-hauling new crafted items on the shelf.
- Add a button to switch allow companions drink potion or not.
- When dismantling or dumping items, player is able to press Ctrl, Alt, Shift key to trigger multiple items by special logic.

[Modifications]
- Change the time unit of daily report and employee salary to game time.
- Halve the employee salary.
- Change the maximum potions of monsters to 8.
- Change to long-press gesture to trigger carriage.
- The illusion will follow his master now.
- Change the time unit of tavern, HR center, material shop to game time. And remove the refresh button.
- Adjust the achievement reward.
- Adjust the generating monster logic of tavern.
- Increase the EXP of killing enemy.

[Bug Fixes]
- Fix partial UI error.. v1.4.2 change logs:
v1.4.2 change logs
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--------------------------------------------------------
[New Features]
- Add color dropper function in the drawing-board dialog
- Player is able to press Enter keypad to trigger nearby objects in adventure
- Player is able to adjust the position of all dialog windows

[Modifications]
- Adjust the customer AI: Customer will visit a random facility / shelf first, after that, seek for the closest one.
- Adjust partial dialog text font size.
- Add hotkey description in tutorial panel.
- Remove stamina restriction

[Bug Fixes]
- Fix the bug that the number of crafting item is not saved.
- Fix the bug that player can't see the stock data when just beginning a new game.
- Fix the error of checking W,S,A,D keypad status.. v1.4.5 change logs:
[New Features]
- Player is able to hide the original image of monster in the operating table now.
- Player is able to call the expedition back now.

[Modifications]
- The output materials of the dismantler or material exchanger will be auto-collected now.
- The vending machine won't be broke by a pissed customer now.
- If there is no item in a chest, it will be display as open status now.
- Player is able to skip the partial of tutorial now.
- Increase the goblin's skill effect: Adventurer & Picker
- The period of employee's salary has been changed to 7 days now, and reduce the value lower.
- The game time will keep elapsing in the other scenes now.
- Change the hotkey of triggering nearby objects from 'Enter' to 'Keypad 0'. The Game is Released Today!:
The Game is Released Today!
The Game is Released Today!
The Game is Released Today!

It's important! So I speak 3 times... :p. v1.5.0 change log:
- Add new feature: challenge human hero
- Player will be able to restart a new game and increase the difficulty after kills the final boss
- Increase the CD remain time UI display
- Add new attribute: Stun Resistance
- Fix partial of UI display error
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